EPA AUDIO VISUAL
+ TOA IR-802PA
OUR CLIENTEPA Audio Visual is one of Minnesota’s top audio visual
integration companies that was started in 1976.

EPA Audio Visual designs, builds and develops custom AV solutions to
improve the way people work. In particular, they specialize in audio
visual solutions for integrated multimedia presentation systems, audio
systems, distributed media, video conferencing and portable systems.
EPA focuses on working with end users in higher education as well as
corporate installs and relies heavily on the durability of TOA products.

OUR
PRODUCT:
IR-802T
The IR-802T is a
2-channel Infrared
Wireless Tuner
employing a fixed
frequency system with 3
AUX inputs. It's
combined with an
infrared wireless
microphone and an
infrared wireless speaker
to make up the
IR-802PA infrared
wireless classroom
system. The IR System
eliminates problems
with interference or
eavesdropping, allowing
simultaneous use in
adjacent school
classrooms.

THE END USER
Prior Lake-Savage Area Schools, provide a high-quality education along
with programs, to students from grades K-12 and services residents
who live in a number of cities. The Minnesota district comprises over
8,900 students, 14 schools and serves the Prior Lake, Savage, Spring
Lake, Cedar Lake, Credit River and Sand Creek areas. Installs would
need to be in a variety of class room sizes - resulting in a multitude of
unique layouts needing proper accommodation.

BRIEF
As a true design & custom-build integrator, EPA Audio Visual was asked to deliver an infrared
wireless microphone system, with superior sound reinforcement, multiple voice inputs, and ease
of use - all in a single box solution.

The company needed to be able to install new components with as little wiring as possible. The system
also needed to be easily expandable and have additional functionalities if needed. Availability and
dependability were key - as the district was currently using a brand that discontinued its production. The
system needed to be extremely versatile, in order to fit the needs of differing classrooms sizes. Being that
this solution would be installed across multiple schools and classrooms and schools, the design needed
to utilize a system the Lake-Savage district could easily be trained on and to operate effectively.

THE SOLUTION
The TOA IR-802PA infrared wireless classroom system was an exact match for all of
the requirements requested of EPA’s client.

The installation of this system was extremely efficient as a single CAT5 cable is all that is needed to
connect each piece - allowing for maximum flexibility in placement and installation. The simplicity of this
set-up saves space, time, and results in cost savings when multiple installations are opted to be done at
once. EPA started by testing the equipment during a mock install at the school district’s central servicing
center. Upon the school board’s approval, the IR-802
802PA system was installed in over 100 different locations
across the school district. Once installed, EPA provided full training and established best practices for all
school faculty and staff on the operation of the IR-802PA system.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
The unique ability of a single speaker to not only produce uniform sound, but also act as a
singular solution - regardless of classroom shape or size, made this the perfect choice to improve
voice lift in each classroom setting.
802PA system has been welcomed by members of the school district
The easy set-up and control of the IR-802
as the optimum solution. It's aesthetics, including its distinctive color and unique assembly, are noted as
a symbol of durability and innovation in the district’s classrooms. Teachers have remarked that they enjoy
using 2 microphones simultaneously, and are currently in discussions to expand use to TOA's lavalier
microphone (YP-M101), which would provide better voice lift while wearing a mask.

